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Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-1
Sensor type TV CAMERA Mission number 7 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 123
Page C - 1Z6
Page C - 127
Page C - 128
Page C - 130
Worth = 0 30
Worth = 0.60
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 60































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (1)
Minimum wavelength (>km) (1i)









Notes: (I) Aperture half-angle (degree)
(II) Number of TV lines
(III) Image motion compensation
us ed





































































'D North Amencan Rockwell
APPENDIX A. SENSOR SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS TABLES
This appendix contains the one-page summary tables of sensor obser-
vation objectives, measurement capabilities, support requirements, and
worth values. Observation objectives are indicated by citing pages in Refer-
ence A-1."' The content and preparation of the tables are described in Sec-
tion 3.4. The sensors and planetary encounters represented by summary
tables are indicated in Tables 3-1, 3-3, and 3-5. Cases not represented are
outside the scope of the study or where the marginal measurement require-
ments are beyond the sensor state-of-the-art. The summary tables are
arranged in the following order:
Sensor type, by number as given in Table 3-1.
Flyby mission number as, in Table 3-3.
In multi-planet missions, in order of increasing distance
from the sun.
Orbiter missions, by planets in order of increasing distance
from the sun.
Orbit number as in Table 3-5.
In the compatible sensor family tables of Section 4, the support
requirement summary tables are referred to by page number and by a two-
part sheet number. The first part of the sheet number is the sensor type
number assigned in Table 3-1. The second part is a sequence number in
accord with the ordering scheme just described. The Michelson interfer-
ometer and filter radiometer summary tables are combined and assigned
dual sheet numbers. The Michelson interferometer is the best design
approach to the optimal infrared spectrometric measurement requirements,
but the filter radiometer is the best approach to the marginal requirements.
The measurement capabilities and support requirements of particle
and field sensors vary little, if at all, from one encounter to another. A
summary table is provided for each such sensor for one encounter. The
other applications of this sensor type, and any changes in the information
in the summary table, are indicated in Tables A-i1 through A-8. Each of
these tables is inserted after the corresponding summary sheet.
*Reference A-1. Observation Requirements for Unmanned Planetary Missions, NR SD, SD 70-24 (l lMarch 1970).
A-i
SD 70-375-2
Space Division91% North Amencan Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-2
Sensor type TV CAMERA Mission number 9 Planet URANUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 125 Worth =
Page C - 127 Worth =
Page C - 128 Worth =
Page C - 130 Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (.1)
Minimum wavelength (km ) (ii)









Notes: (I) Aperture half-angle (degree)
(II) Number of TV lines
(III) Image motion compensation
us ed




















































































Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-3
Sensor type TV CAMERA Mission number 9 Planet NEPTUNE
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 124
Page C - 125
Page C - 126
Page C - 127









Page C - 130
Page C -
Page C - _
Page C -
Page C -

























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) ([i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (lI)









Notes: (I) Aperture half-angle (degree)
(II) Number of TV lines
(III) Image motion compensation
us ed



































































Space Division91% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-4
Sensor type TV CAMERA Mission number 12 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 123
Page C - 126
Page C - 127
Page C - 128
Page C - 130
Worth = 0. 30
Worth = 0. 60
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 60































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (I)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (I')









Notes: (I) Aperture half-angle (degree)
(II) Number of TV lines
(III) Image motion compensation
us ed




































































0 % North Amencan Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-5
TELEVISION
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,












Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)




















1. 97 x 10-4
A-6
SD 70-375-2
0 North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-6
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 10 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)






















'0,% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-7
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,












Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)






















' North Amencan Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-8
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 9 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery










Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)





















1% Space Division9 % North Amencan Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-9
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MARS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration.









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)























Space Division9 % North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-10
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 8 (1984) Planet MARS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)

























Space Division9 %North Amencan Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-11
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1978) Planet JUPITER
Data summarized from Orbital Im
volume 5, pages 170, 171









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
























'f% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-12
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 9 (1978) Planet JUPITER
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)























Space Divisionji North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 1-13
Sensor type TV SYSTEM Orbit Number 11 (1978) Planet JUPITER
Data summarized from Orbital Im
volume 5, pages 174, 168









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)






























OD North American Rockwell




SYSTEM Orbit Number 1(1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery













Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)


























Space Division9y North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 2-2
CAMERA
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number _1(1984) Planet
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)



























9D North Amencan Rockwell




SYSTEM Orbit Number 8(1984) Planet MARS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)


























Space Division9OD North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
(MAPPING) Sheet Number 3-1
MICROWAVE
Sensor type RADIOMETER Mission number 7 P
Observation objectives:
)lanet SATURN
SD 70-24 Page C - 112
Page C - 114
Page C - 115









































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (u)
Minimum wavelength (km) (ii)






























1. 0 E 05
100. 0





























5. 0 E 03
5. 0 E 03
1. 0 E 08
2. 2
280. 4







3. 0 E 05
*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at point listed.
A-18
SD 70-375-21








Mission number 9 Planet URANUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 112
Page C - 114
Page C - 115
Page C - 116
Page C -


























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (r)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (Ii)












































2. 13 E 03






























5. 0 E 03
5. 0 E 03
1.0 E 08
10. 8
1. 84 E 03
1.0 E 05







*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at point listed.
A-19
SD 70-375-2
Space Division9OD NorthAmerican Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
(MAPPING) Sheet Number 3-3
MICROWAVE
Sensor type RADIOMETER Mission number 9 P
Observation objectives:
lanet NEPTUNE
SD 70-24 Page C - 112 Worth =
Page C - 114 Worth =
Page C - 115 Worth =
Page C - 116 Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (i)
Minimum wavelength '(m) (l*)











































































5. 0 E 03
5. 0 E 03
1. 0 E 08
10. 81








4. 54 E 04
*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-20
SD 70-375-2







Mission number 12 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 112
Page C - 114
Page C - 115
Page C - 116
Page C -





Char acte ri stic s














Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (f)
Minimum wavelength (km) (ii)









Notes: Intensity resolution (%)
Temperature resolution (K)
Predetection bandwidth (Hz)
Worth = 0. 30
Worth = 0, 30
Worth = 0. 50




Page C - _





















8. 0 E 06
0. 229
0. 174
8. 0 E 03






























5. 0 E 03











3. 92 E 05




Space Division9 North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 3-5
PASSIVE MICROWAVE IMAGING
Sensor typeSYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,












Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)




















Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 3-6
PASSIVE MICROWAVE IMAGING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)

















0. 38x6 . 3
A-23
SD 70-375-2
Space Division9 North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 3-7
PASSIVE MICROWAVE IMAGING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MARS
Data summarized from
volume 5, pages 229












Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)

























' North Amencan Rockwell




Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 027
Page C - 052
Page C - 053
Page C - 054
Worth = 0. 99
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (t)
Minimum wavelength (km) (I')



































2. 0 E 05
1.0 E 03
100. 0















































2. 44 E 06
*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-25
SD 70-375-2
Space Division91% North American Rockwell




Mission number 3 Planet VENUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 028 Worth =
Page C - 030 Worth =
Page C - 050 Worth =
Page C - 051 Worth =
Page C - 054 Worth =

























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (k)
Minimum wavelength (km) (i;)









Notes: Intensity resolution (%)
Temperature resolution (K)
Pre-detection bandwidth (Hz)












































Worth = 0. 80




























7. 0 E 06
2. 29
1. 17 E 05
7. 0 E 03











OD North American Rockwell
MVEAS U RIINCT
Sensor type RADIOMETER
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 4-3
Mission number 6 Planet VENUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 028 Worth = 0. 70
Page C - 030 Worth = 0. 70
Page C - 050 Worth = 0. 80
Page C - 051 Worth = 0. 80
Page C - 054 Worth = 0. 90
Total observation worth = 5. 60
Page C - 055
Page C - 056
Page C -
Worth = 0. 80

























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (h)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (1i)









































Notes: Intensity resolution (%) 3. 77
Temperature resolution (K) 26. 41
Pre-detection bandwidth (Hz) 1. 5 E 10






















7. 0 E 06
0. 458
3. 5 E 05
7. 0 E 03










'K IL A CTT13T 
Space Division9W% North American Rockwell




Mission number 6 Planet MERCURY
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 027
Page C - 052
Page C - 053
Page C - 054
Worth = 0. 99
Worth = 0.70
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (ia)
Minimum wavelength (km) (ii)






























7. 14 E 03
39. 4
5. 44 E-04
5. 44 E 04
5. 44 E-04
2. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0


































1. 0 E 04
1.0 E 04
1. 0 E 03










1. 93 E 06




Space Division9us North American Rockwell




Mission number 7 Planet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050
Page C - 051
Page C - 052
Page C - 053






0.80 Page C -
0.80 Page C -
0. 70 Page C -
0.80 Page C -




Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90
Worth = 0. 70
Worth =
Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (l)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (iL)

































1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0
2. 49 E 06
0. 573
1. 034
2. 49 E 03


























9. 94 E 03
1.0 E 03
6. 94 E 06
0. 666
292. 9
6. 94 E 03






3. 75 E 08




Space Division9% North American Rockwell




Mission number 7 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050 Worth =. 8
Page C - 051 Worth = 0. 8C
Page C - 052 Worth = 0. 70
Page C - 053 Worth = 0. 8
Page C - 054 Worth = 0. 9(




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (ti)
Minimum wavelength (km) (IL)









Notes: Intensity resolution (%)
Temperature resolution (K)
Pre-detection bandwidth (Hz)


























1. 0 E 03
100. 0
3. 97 E 06
0. 573
7. 43
3. 97 E 03








































6. 94 E 06
0. 666
353. 5
6. 94 E 03













Space Division9OD North American Rockwell
M .EA. U. 1,INU
Sensor type RADIOMETER
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 4-7
Mission number 9 Planet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050
Page C - 051
Page C - 052
Page C- 053


























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (U-)
Minimum wavelength (km) (')

















Page C - 055
Page C - 056
Page C - 080























1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0
2. 13 E 06
0. 466
0. 061








Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90
























7. 0 E 06
0. 818
357. 1
7. 0 E 03













'% North American Rockwell




Mission number 9 Planet URANUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050 Wortl
Page C - 051 Wortl
Page C - 052 Wortl
Page C - 053 Wortl
Page C - 054 Wortl




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (1i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (lI)


















Page C - 055
Page C - 056
Page C - 080
h = 0. 80 Page C -























1. 0 E 03
100. 0
3. 13 E 06
0. 466
0. 243








Worth = 0. 80
Worth 0. 90




















1. 0 E 04
1. 0 E 04
1. 0 E 03
7. 0 E 06
0.818
4. 55 E 03
7. 0 E 03






6. 75 E 07











Mission number 9 Planet NEPTUNEPlanet
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050
Page C - 051
Page C - 052
Page C - 053
Page C - 054
Total observation worth =
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90
Page C - 055
Page C - 056
Page C - 080
Page C -
Page C -
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90






















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (')
Minimum wavelength (km) (1I)

































1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0
1. 37 E 06
0. 466
0. 834
1. 37 E 03

























1. 07 E 04
9. 41 E 03
1.0 E 03
5. 94 E 06
0. 818
1. 49 E 03
5. 94 E 03






3. 75 E 09




Space Division91% North American Rockwell




Mission number 12 Planet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050
Page C - 051
Page C - 052
Page C - 053
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 80
Page C - 054 Worth




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (i)
Minimum wavelength (km) (II)













Page C - 055
Page C - 056





















1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0
5. 83 E 06
0. 229
0. 0885
5. 83 E 03






1. 5 E 10
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90






















1. 0 E 04
1.0 E 03
7. 0 E 06
0. 481
307. 5
7. 0 E 03






6. 95 E 03
*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-34
SD 70-375-.2
Space Division9 North American Rockwell




Mission number 12 Planet
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050
Page C - 051
Page C - 052
Page C - 053
Page C - 054
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = . 80
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90
Page C - 055
Page C - 056
Page C - 080
Page C - _
Page C -
Worth = 0. 80
























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (.i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) ( lo)




































5. 15 E 06
0. 229
0. 50
5. 15 E 03




























7. 0 E 06
0. 666
756. 0
7. 0 E 03

















Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 4-12
.V]
TER Orbit number 1
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 027
Page C - 052
Page C - 053





Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (i)
Minimum wavelength (Xk m ) (XL)



















Page C - _


































































1. 34 E 04








Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 4-13
VE
TER Orbit number 10
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 027





























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) ([i)
Minimum wavelength (km) (i')




































2. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
2. 17 E 05
0. 229
2. 17 E 02





























1. 03 E 04
9. 76 E 03
1. 09 E 07
6. 37
1. 09 E 04











Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor type
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
MEASURING Sheet Number 4-14
MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER Orbit number 1 Pilanet VENUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 028 Worth
Page C - 030 Worth
Page C - 050 Worth
Page C - 051 Worth
Page C - 054 Worth




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (CL)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (Lo)









































1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0


































1. 0 E 04
1. 0 E 04
1. 0 E 03









2. 4 E 04












Orbit number 9 Planet VENUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 028
Page C - 030
Page C - 050
Page C - 051


























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (i)
Minimum wavelength (km) (I;)







































1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0












1. 5 E 10






















1. 02 E 04
9. 76 E 03
1.0 E 03
7. 0 E 06
7. 74
7. 0 E 03






1. 5 E 09




'D North American Rockwell
Sensor type
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
MEASURING Sheet Number 4-16
MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER Orbit number 1 Planet MARS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 027 Worth =
Page C - 052 Worth =
Page C - 053 Worth =
Page C - 054 Worth =
Page C - 055 Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (Ii)




















Page C - _



















1. 0 E 03
100. 0












































7. 84 E 03











Orbit number 8 Planet
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 027 Worth
Page C - 052 Worth
Page C - 053 Worth
Page C - 054 Worth
Page C - 055 Worth




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (i)
Minimum wavelength (km) (iX)










































































1. 03 E 04
9. 76 E 03
1.0 E 03
1. 0 E 06
4. 55
1.0 E 03






1. 5 E 09




Space Division9% North American Rockwell
Sensor type
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
MEASURINGMICROWAVE Sheet Number 4-18
MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER Orbit number 1 P:lanet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050050C Worth 
=
Page C - 051 Worth =
Page C - 052 Worth =
Page C - 053 Worth =
Page C - 054 Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (li)

















Page C - 055
Page C - 056




















1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0
1. 93 E 06
0. 229
1. 93 E 03






3. 0 E 09
























1. 0 E 04
1. 0 E 04
1.0 E 03
6. 0 E 06
0. 833
7. 0 E 03






1. 65 E 05
*Extrema of all requirements not .ecessarily incurred at points listed
A-4Z
SD 70-375-2







- n nc-SD 70-24 Page C - 50U Worth =
Page C - 051 Worth =
Page C - 052 Worth =
Page C - 053 Worth =
Page C- 054 Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (F)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (iI)





















































































1. 0 E 04
1.0 E 03
7. 0 E 06
0. 298
7. 0 E 03






3. 3 E 07





Sensor Support Requirements Summary
MEASURING Sheet Number 4-20
MICROWAVE
Sensor type RADIOMETER Orbit number 11 P lanet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 050
Page C - 051
Page C - 052
Page C - 053
Page C - 054
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 90
Page C - 055
Page C - 056
Page C - 080
Page C -
Page C -

























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (~i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (II)





























1. 0 E 05
1. 0 E 03
100. 0






























1. 0 E 04
1. 0 E 04
1. 0 E 03
7. 0 E 06
0. 602
7. 0 E 03






1. 13 E 04
*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed
A -44
SD 70-375-2





Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 5-1E
Mission number 7 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 109
Page C - 110
Page C - 113
Page C -
Page C -
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 30
Worth = 0. 30
Worth =






























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Yaw/Pitch Rate Limits (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (Xm ) (m)
Minimum wavelength (km ) (m)









Notes: Pulse compression ratio
Data bits/resolution element









1. 82 E 04




































4. 07 E 04
4. 57 E 03



















Sensor Support Requirements Summary
IC Sheet Number 5-2
Mission number 9 Planet URANUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 109
Page C - 110
Page C - 113
Page C -
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 30
Worth = 0. 30
Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)




Maximum wavelength (k m ) (m)










Notes: Pulse compression ratio
Data bits/resolution element











































































OD% North American Rockwell
Sensor type
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
SYNTHETIC Sheet Number 5-3
APERTURE
RADAR Mission number 9 P lanet NEPTUNE
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 109
Page C - 110
Page C - 113



























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (rrm)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (rr)









Notes: Pulse compression ratio
Data bits/resolution element

















1. 32 E 04









































1. 84 E 05
9. 5 E 04
















OD•% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
SYNTHETIC Sheet Number 5-4
APERTURE
Sensor type RADAR Mission number 12 Pilanet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 109
Page C - 110









Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Yaw/Pitch Rate Limits (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (m)










Notes: Pulse compression ratio
Data bits/resolution element














6. 8 E 04



























































OD North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 5-5
SYNTHETIC APERTURE
Sensor type RADAR Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)























OD% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 5-6
SYNTHETIC APERTURE
Sensor type RADAR Orbit Number 1 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)






















1%| Space Division014 North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 6-1
NON-COHERENT
Sensor type RADAR SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,
volume 5, pages 297, 295
Capability level Maximum
Observation requirements level Optimal
Support requirements
Mass (kg) 87.2




Volume (m 3 ) 0. 16
Data rate (bit/sec) 3600. 0
Pointing accuracy (deg) 0.81
Roll rate limit (deg/sec) 22. 0
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec) 0. 10
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Spatial resolution (m) 3000.0
Exposure time (sec)






OD% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 6-2
NON-COHERENT
Sensor type RADAR SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from
volume 5, pages 280










Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)























ODs North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 6-3
NON-COHERENT
Sensor type RADAR SYSTEMOrbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MARS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)





























Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY
SD 70-24 Page C - 72




Worth = 0. 72


































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)





















































Space Division91% North American Rockwell





Mission number 2 PlanetMERCURY
SD 70-24 Page C - 72


















Page C - _ Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)





















































Table A-1. Other Applications of Flux Gate Magnetometer/Helium Magnetometer
Changes in Data
Mission No. Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury None
Orbit 1 Mercury None
Orbit 10 Mercury None --
7 Jupiter Total observation worth 0.72
Page C-108, Worth = 0. 50 (delete)
Total sensor worth 1.22
12 Jupiter Same as above Same as above
Orbit 1 Jupiter Same as above Same as above
Orbit 9 Jupiter Same as above Same as above
Orbit 11 Jupiter Same as above Same as above
7 Saturn Same as above Same as above
12 Saturn Same as above Same as above
9 Uranus Same as above Same as above







Space Division9by North American Rockwell





Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY
SD 70-24 Page C - 41
Page C -
Page C -
Worth = 0. 6
Worth =
Worth =
Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)


















Page C - _









































Table A-2. Other Applications of Scintillation Spectrometer
Changes in Data
Mission Number Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury Scan amplitude 58.0
Orbit 1 Mercury Scan amplitude 112.0
Orbit 10 Mercury Scan amplitude 112.0
Orbit 1 Mars Scan amplitude 98.0









Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 11-1
Sensor type FARADAY CUP
Observation objectives:
Mission number 2 P1 a,,t MERCURY













Worth = Page C -




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)














Notes: * Each of 2 units






















































Mission Number Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury None -
Orbit 1 Mercury None --
Orbit 10 Mercury None -
Space Division
OD North Amencan Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 12-1
Sensor type G-M COUNTER ARRAY Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY
Observation objectives:










Worth = Page C - __


























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)




















































Table A-4. Other Applications of G-M Counter Array
Changes in Data
Mission Number Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury None -
Orbit 1 Mercury None --




Space Division9D North American Rockwell





Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY







































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (A)


















































Table A-5. Other Applications of Proportional Counter
Changes in Data
Mission Number Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury Trajectory points All but SO:C
6 Mercury Scan amplitude 58.0
Orbit 1 Mercury Trajectory points All but SO
Orbit 1 Mercury Scan amplitude 112.0
Orbit 10 Mercury Trajectory points All but SO
Orbit 10 Mercury Scan -amplitude 112.0








Space Division9us North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-1
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER Mission number 2 Planet_ MERCURY
Observation objectives:















Page C - Worth =





Char acte ri stics














Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (4)
Minimum wavelength (km) (i')












Sensor spectral resolution capab. (cr





































































Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-2
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER Mission number 3 Planet VENUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 62
Page C - 63
Page C - 68





Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (EM) (0)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (I')












Sensor spectral resolution capab.(cm- 1)
Page C -
Page C -
0.50 Page C -









































































'1% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-3
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER Mission number 6
Observation objectives:
Planet MERCURY
SD 70-24 Page C - 36
Page C -
Page C -












Char acte ri stics














Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (IJ-)
Minimum wavelength (km) (I)










































Number of detectors -1 4. 0
Sensor spectral resolution capab. (cm ) 3.0









































Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-4
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER Mission number 6
Observation objectives:
Planet VENUS
SD 70-24 Page C - 62
Page C - 63
Page C - 68
Page C - 69
Page C -
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80

































Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (4i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (1t)











































































*Extremum of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed
SD 70-375-2A-68
Space Division9N% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
(I)MICHELSONINTERFERS6 1 eh ber 15-5 (19-1)
Sensor type(II)FILTER RADIOMETEiPMission number 7
Observation objectives:
Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 63
Page C - 68
Page C - 89
Page C -




Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) (M)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (1-)















































Sensor spectral resolution capab. (cm ) 0. 885







































02% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-6 (19-2)
(I)MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
Sensor type(II)FILTERRADIOME T E R Mission number 7 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 63
Page C - 68








Page C - Worth =






























Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) (1a)
Minimum wavelength (km) (II)











































































*Extremum of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed
A-70 SD 70-375-2
Space Division9 North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-7 (19-3)
(I)MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
Sensor type(II)FILTERRADIOMETERMission number 9 P lanet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 63
Page C - 68
Page C - 89
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 70
Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) (i)
Minimum wavelength (km) (il)





















































































*Extremum of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-71 SD 70-375-2
Space Division
by% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-8 (19-4)
(I)MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
Sensor type(II)FILTER RADIOMETERMission number 9 Planet URANUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 63
Page C - 68
Page C - 89
Page C -
Page C -








Page C - _
Page C -


























Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) (i.)
Minimum wavelength (kin) (1i)











































































*Extremum of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-72 SD 70-375-2
Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-9 (19-5)(I)MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
Sensor type(II)FILTER RADIOMETERMission number 9
Observation objectives:
Planet NEPTUNE
SD 70-24 Page C - 68





























Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (I)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (ji)

























































































*Extremum of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
SD 70-375-2A-73
Space Division
OD% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-10 (19-6)
(I) MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
Sensor type(II)FILTERRADIOMETERMission number 12 p )lanet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 63
Page C - 68









Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limiL (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM ) (p)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (1i)












































Number of detectors 1 4. 0
Sensor spectral resolution capab. (cm ) 0. 25








































Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-11 (19-7)
(I)MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
Sensor type(II)FILTERRADIOMETERMission number 12 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 63
Page C - 68
Page C - 89
Page C -
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 70
Worth =
Page C - Worth =






























Pitch/Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting Optics Diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (pJ)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (01)











































































*Extremum of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-75 SD 70-375- 2
Space Division
North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-12
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER Orbit number 1 Planet MERCURY
Observation objectives:








Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (iI)
Minimum wavelength (Xkm) (iL)























































































0D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-13
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 10 Planet MERCURY








Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) ([)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (Ii)























































































^0 North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-14
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 1 Planet VENUS
SD 70-24 Page C - 062
Page C - 063
Page C - 068
Page C - 069
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80
Worth
Worth
Page C - Worth=




















Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (h')
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (Il )

























































































ON% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-15
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 9 Planet
SD 70-24 Page C - 062
Page C - 063
Page C - 068





Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (i-)
Minimum wavelength (km) (1i)

















Page C - _
Page C -
Page C - _
Page C -






































































Space Division9dd North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-16
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 1 Planet
SD 70-24 Page C - 036
Page C - 062
Page C - 063
Page C - 068
Page C -
Worth = 0. 99
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80
































Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (b)
Minimum wavelength (km) (II)













































































Space Division92% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 15-17
Sensor type FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 8 Planet MARS
SD 70-24 Page C - 036
Page C - 062
Page C - 063
Page C - 068
Worth = 0. 99
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 50
Page C - Worth =




















Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) (~-)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (ii)



















































































*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed
A-81
SD 70-375-2
Space Division91% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
(I) MICHELSON METERSheet Number 15-18 (19-8)INTERFEROMETER 
Sensor type (II) FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
Orbit
number 1 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 062
Page C - 063
Page C - 068
Page C - 083
Page C - 089
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 80
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 90
Worth = 0. 70




Page C - _

























Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (')
Minimum wavelength (km) (II)













































































OD% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
(I) MICHELSON
INTERFEROMETER Sheet Number 15-19 (19-9)
Sensor type (II) FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
r bit
number 9 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 062
Page C - 063
Page C - 068
Page C -083


























Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) ([i)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (I')


















Page C - 091
Page C -
Page C -



































































*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed
A-83
SD 70-375-2
Space Division9dd North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
(I) MICHELSONINTEREROMETESheet Number 15-20 (19-10)INTERFEROMETER
Sensor type (II) FILTER RADIOMETER
Observation objectives:
Orbit
number 11 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 062
Page C - 063
Page C - 068
Page C - 083


























Pitch/yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (NM) (1i)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (I')
























































































*'Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed
A-84
SD 70-375-2
Space Division91% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-1
Sensor type FARIRRADIOMETER Mission number 7
Observation objectives:
Planet SATURN
SD 70-24 Page C - 120
Page C - 121
Page C -
Page C -
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 70
Worth =
Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (,IvI) (p)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (I,)












(mHzl / 2 / w a t t )
Page C -







































































*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-85
SD 70-375-2
Space Division9% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-2
Sensor type FAR IR RADIOMETER Mission number 9 Planet URANUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 120







Page C - Worth =
Page C - _ Worth =




















Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) (pJ)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (11)





















































































*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
SD 70-375-2A-86
Space Division@y North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-3
Sensor type FAR IR RADIOMETER Mission number 9 Planet NEPTUNE
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 120
Page C - 121
Page C -
Page C -




Page C - Worth =




















Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\ Mi) (ip)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (+')





















































































*'Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-87 SD 70-375-2
9ft North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-4
Sensor type FAR IR RADIOMETER Mission number 12
Observation objectives:
Planet SATURN
SD 70-24 Page C - 120




Worth = 0. 70


































Yaw Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Pitch Rate Limit (deg/sec)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (VM) (I-)
Minimum wavelength (knm) (I)











































































-*Extrema of all requirements not necessarily incurred at points listed.
A-88 SD 70-375-2
Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-5
IR SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Ima
volume 5, pages 216, 215









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)


















0. 023 x 11
A-89
SD 70-375-2
Space Division9 North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-6
IR SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 10 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)






















AOD North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-7
IR SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)





















Space Division91• North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-8
IR SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 9 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)




























OD North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-9
IR SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MARS
Data summarized from Orbital Ima
volume 5, pages 187, 191









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)





























Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 16-10
IR SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 9 (1978) Planet JUPITER
Data summarized from Orbital Ima
volume 5, pages 226









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
























OD North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 18-1
UV SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery










Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)






















0i %North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 18-2
UV SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 10 (1984) Planet MERCURY
Data summarized from Orbital Ima
volume 5, pages 19









Volume (m 3 )
Data rate (bit/sec)
Pointing accuracy (deg)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)


















0. 13 x 60. 0
A-96
SD 70-375-2
Space DivisioniO% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 18-3
UV SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery













Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)





















'y %North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 18-4
UV SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 9 (1977) Planet VENUS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,












Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)






















Aif North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 18-5
UV SCANNING
Sensor type SYSTEM Orbit Number 1 (1984) Planet MARS
Data summarized from Orbital Imagery for Planetary Exploration,












Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)





















Space Division9N% North American Rockwell





Mission number 7 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 92
Page C - 96
Page C - 97
Page C - 98
Page C - 99
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 55
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 30
Worth = 0. 30
Page C - 104
Page C -
Page C - _
Page C -
Page C -

























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)

























7. 82 E 03
8. 90
1. 0
Maximum wavelength (kM) (Ip) 1.0
Minimum wavelength (km) (iI) 0. 1
Spectral resolution (AX) (i) 1.0 E-05
Spatial resolution (m) 2.24 E 05
Angular resolution (deg) 0.0168
Exposure time (sec)
Field/view length (km) 2.24 E 02
Swath width (km) 2.24 E 02
Area/frame (%) 5. 0 E-04
Total area (%) 38. 3
sensor worth 5.0 E-09
Number of detectors 2
Number of mirror faces 1
Detector type Photomultiplier

























1. 53 E 08
5.4
1.53 E 05


















SD 70-24 Page C - 92
Page C - 96
Page C - 97
Page C - 98
Page C - 99
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 55
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 30
Worth = 0. 30






























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)




Maximum wavelength (X\M) (ri)
Minimum wavelength (km) (GI)









Notes3: Number of detectors
Number of mirror faces
Detector type Ph





































































Planet A TTTUR N
D
Space Division
By North American Rockwell






SD 70-24 Page C - 92 Worth = 0. 50
Page C - 96 Worth = 0. 55
Page C - 97 Worth = 0. 70
Page C - 98 Worth = 0. 30
Page C - 99 Worth = 0. 30




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)




Maximum wavelength (XM) ([')
Minimum wavelength (Am) (1v)









Notes: Number of detectors
Number of mirror faces









































































Detector type Photomultiplier Photomultiplier
'Extreme of all requirements not necessarily incurred at point listed
A-102
SD 70-375-2
Space Division9by North American Rockwell





Mission number 9 Planet URANUS
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 92
Page C - 96
Page C - 97
Page C - 98


























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)




Maximum wavelength (XM) (p)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (I')









Notes: Number of detectors
Number of mirror faces
Detector type











































necessarily incurred at point listed







































Space Division9t North American Rockwell





Mission number 9 Planet NEPTUNE
SD 70-24 Page C - 92
Page C - 96
Page C - 97
Page C - 98
Page C - 99







































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)




Maximum wavelength (XM) (i)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (Ii)









Notes: Number of detectors
Number of mirror faces
Detector type
































































necessarily incurred at point listed.
A-104
SD 70-375-2
Space Division9At North American Rockwell





Mission number 12 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 92
Page C - 96
Page C - 97
Page C - 98
Page C - 99
Worth = 0.- 50
Worth = 0. 55
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 30
Worth = 0. 30






























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)




Maximum wavelength (XM) (A)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (ii)









Notes: Number of detectors





































































ON% North American Rockwell





Mission number 12 Planet SATURN














































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)

















Notes: Number of detectors
Number of mirror faces
Detector type



































































Space Division9D North American Rockwell





Orbit number 1 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 92
Page C - 96
Page C - 97
Page C - 98
Page C - 99




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting optics diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (<M) (iL)
Minimum wavelength (km) (1)









Notes: Number of detectors
Number of mirror faces
Detector type
Worth = 0. 50
Worth = 0. 55
Worth = 0. 70
Worth = 0. 30



















































































01% North American Rockwell
VISIBLE / U V
Sensor type SPECTROMETER
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 21-9
Orbit number 9 Planet TUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 92 Worth =
Page C - 96 Worth =
Page C - 97 Worth =
Page C - 98 Worth =
Page C - 99 Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting optics diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (p1)
Minimum wavelength (k m ) (I )









Notes: Number of detectors


























































































Space Divisionj% North American Rockwell





Orbit number 11 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Pagec C - 92
Page C - 96
Page C - 97
Page C - 98
P'age ( - 99
Worth - 0. 50
Worth
Worth -
Page (2 - 104
0.55 Page C -
0. 70 Page C -
Worth - 0. 30
Worth- = 0. 30
Pange (: -
P-'age (' _





Total observation worth = 2. 95
Capability level


















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Collecting optics diameter (m)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (F)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (1')









Notes: Number of detectors


































































Space Division9dd North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-1
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY
SD 70-24 Page C - 57 Worth =
Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (v)











Pulse energy limit (joules)
Laser efficiency (%)











































Space Division9N% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-2
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 3 Planet VENUS








































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (Ai)














































Space Division91% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-3
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 6 Planet VENUS








Page C - Worth




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (NM) (I)















Page C - _
Page C -









































Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-4
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 6 Planet MERCURY








Page C - Worth




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (v)
























































Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-5
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 7 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 66
Page C -
Page C -
Worth = 0. 50
Worth =
Worth =
Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth=




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\IN) (va)
























































Space Division9us North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-6
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 7 Planet SATURN








































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (1)
















































Space Division91% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-7
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 9 Planet JUPITER








Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (<M) (ii)


































3. 87 E 03
1. 06
1.06





















•1% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-8
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 9 Planet URANUS








Page C - Worth




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters














Pulse energy limit (joules)
Laser efficiency (%)





















3. 87 E 03
1.06
1. 06





















Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-9
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Mission number 9 Planet NEPTUNE








































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (1[)





























3. 87 E 03
1.06
1.06
















Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-10
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 66
Page C -
Mission number 12






























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) ([)































3. 87 E 03
1. 06
1.06
























Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-11
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 1 Planet MERCURY
SD 70-24 Page C - 57
Page C -
Page C -
Worth = 0. 9
Worth =
Worth =
Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth =

























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (\M) (J)
Minimum wavelength (,,) (Ij)














































































Aft North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-12
Sensor type LASER RADAR Orbit number 10 Planet MERCURY
Observation objectives:







































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (NlI) (p-)
Minimum wavelength (Xmn) (Ii)








































































by% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-13
Sensor type LASER RADAR
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 1 Planet VENUS








Page C - Worth =















C har acte ri stics














Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (}')
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (IJ)







































































Space Divisionj1% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-14
Sensor type LASER RADAR Orbit number 9 Planet VENUS
Observation objectives:




Worth = 0. 5
Worth =
Page C - _
Page C -
Worth = Page C -
Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (p-)
Minimum wavelength (km) (IG)















































































Space Division9% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-15
Sensor type LASER RADAR Orbit number 1 Planet MARS
Observation objectives:






























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters






















































































Space Division9OD North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 22-16
Sensor type LASER RADAR Orbit number 8 Planet MARS
Observation objectives:










Page C - _
Page C -
Page C -



























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (k M ) (I.)
Minimum wavelength (Xmn) (II)











































































SD 70-24 Page C - 048




Page C - 074 Worth =
Page C - 075 Worth =
Page C - 076 Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters













Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (%)








































































Space Division9By North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 23-2
Mission number 6 Planet VENlUS
SD 70-24 Page C - 048
Page C - 074
Page C - 07 5
Page C - 076
Page C -
Worth = 0.85




































Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (AM) (m)










Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (%)






















































Space Division9i% North American Rockwell
RADIO
Sensor type OCCULTATION
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 23-3
Mission number 7 Planet JUPITER
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 048
Page C - 074
Page C - 075









































Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters













Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift'precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (%)






























































Mission number 7 Planet SATURN
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 048
Page C - 074
Worth = 0. 85
Worth = 0. 40
Page C - 075 Worth =
Page C - 076 Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (m)










Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (%)








































































Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 23-5
Mission number 9 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 048
Page C - 074
Page C - 075
Page C - 076
Worth = 0. 85
Worth = 0. 40
Worth = 0. 90
Worth = 0. 70
Page C - Worth =




















Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (kM) (m)










Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (7%)
*EO = Earth Occultation
A-1































































02% North American Rockwell





Mission number 9 Planet URANUS
SD 70-24 Page C - 048
Page C - 074
Page C - 075
Page C - 076
Page C -





Worth = 0. 90
Worth = 0. 70
Worth =
Page C - _
Page C -



























Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (m)
Minimum wavelength (Xm ) (m)









Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (l%)






















































Space Division9D North American Rockwell





Mission number 9 Planet NEPTUNE
SD 70-24 Page C - 048
Page C - 074
Page C - 075
Page C - 076
Worth = 0. 85
Worth = 0. 40
Worth
Worth
Page C - Worth =




















Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters













Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (%)


































































Space Division9D North American Rockwell





Mission number 12 Planet JUPITER
SD 70-24 Page C - 048
Page C - 074
Page C - 075
Page C - 076
Page C -
Worth = 0.85
Worth = 0. 40
Worth = 0. 90
Worth = 0. 70
Worth =






























Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (%M) (m)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (m)









Notes: Vertical resolution (m)
Phase shift precision (deg)
Intensity resolution (l%)






















































Space Division9Ad North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 23-9
Sensor type RADIO OCCULTATION
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 1 Planet MERCURY
SD 70-24 Page C - 48
Page C - 74
Page C - 75
Page C - 76
Page C -
Worth = 0.85 Page C -
Worth = 0.40 Page C -
Worth = 0.90 Page C -
Worth = 0.70 Page C -


























Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM ) (m)
Minimum wavelength (Xm) (m)









Notes: Vertical resolution (m)



























































Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 23-10
Sensor type RADIO OCCULTATION
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 1 Planet VENUS
SD 70-24 Page C - 48
Page C - 74
Page C - 75









































Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (m)










Notes: Vertical resolution (m)

























































Space Division9D North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 23-11
Sensor type RADIO OCCULTATION
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 9 Planet VENUS
SD 70-24 Page C - 48
Page C - 74
Worth =
Worth =
Page C - 75 Worth =
Page C - 76 Worth =
Page C - Worth =




















Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XI) (m)










Notes: Vertical resolution (m)











































































OD North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 23-12
Sensor type RADIO OCCULTATION
Observation objectives:
Orbit number 1 Planet MARS
SD 70-24 Page C - 48
Page C - 74
Page C - 75
Page C - 76
Page C -
Worth = 0. 85




































Pitch rate limit (deg/sec)
Yaw rate limit (deg/sec)
Scan amplitude (deg)
Capability parameters
Maximum wavelength (XM) (m)










Notes: Vertical resolution (m)


























































By North American Rockwell




Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY
Observation objectives:






























Roll rate limit (deg/sec)










































































Mission No. Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury None --
Orbit 1 Mercury None --
Orbit 10 Mercury None --
Space Division
'% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 27-1
Sensor type Li I SPECTROMETER Mission number 2 Planet MERCURY
Observation objectives:
SD 70-24 Page C - 43 Worth = 0.40 Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth = Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth = Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth = Page C - Worth =
Page C - Worth = Page C - Worth =
Total observation worth = 0. 40
Capability level Maximum Minimum









Mass (kg) 0.9 (Same)
Average power (w) 2.0 (Same)
Length (m) 0. 10 (Same)
Width (m) 0. 12 (Same)
Height (m) 0. 12 (Same)
Volume (m 3 ) 1. 2E-03 (Same)
Data rate (bit/sec) 50. 0 (Same)
Pointing accuracy (de g) 5. 0 (Same)
Pointing stability (deg/sec) 1.0 (Same)
Roll rate limit (deg/sec) 1.0 (Same)
Scan rate limit (deg/sec) 1.0 (Same)
Scan amplitude (deg) 60. 0 (Same)
Capability parameters
Maximum energy (MeV) 3. 0 (Same)
Minimum energy (eV) 0. 02 (Same)







Total area (0/') 50.0 50. 0
Total sensor worth 0.34 0.34
Notes: SO = Sun occultation
Point design, manual calculation
A-140
SD 70-375-2









Mission No. Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury Trajectory points All but SO*
6 Mercury Scan amplitude 58.0
Orbit 1 Mercury Trajectory points All but SO
Orbit 1 Mercury Scan amplitude 112.0
Orbit 10 Mercury Trajectory points All but SO
Orbit 10 Mercury Scan amplitude 112.0
*SO = Sun occultation
Space Division
'1% North American Rockwell
Sensor Support Requirements Summary
Sheet Number 28-1
CURVED PLATE PLASMA
Sensor typeSPECTROMETER Mission number 2
Observation objectives:
Planet MERCURY








































Roll rate limit (deg/sec)






























































Mission No. Planet Item Changed New Value
6 Mercury None --
Orbit 1 Mercury None --
Orbit 10 Mercury None --
